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Abstract. This study, the application of artificial intelligence optimization in education is investigated, with a particular focus on campus planning, teaching management, and student management. By comparing AI-designed campuses to their traditional counterparts, the research concludes that AI optimization fosters a more efficient and intelligent learning environment. Additionally, the current status and future prospects of AI optimization within the educational sphere are examined, along with recommendations for further research.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Research background and significance

Campus development has evolved into a multifaceted endeavor, encompassing influences on education, society, culture, and the economy\cite{1-2}. The integration of artificial intelligence technology in campus spatial planning, design, and management has become increasingly prevalent\cite{3}. Utilizing AI can facilitate the creation of environments tailored to educational requirements, augment student experiences and well-being, and bolster institutional brand recognition\cite{4-5}. Investigating AI-driven optimal campus design strategies can contribute to enhanced educational quality, foster scientifically grounded and modernized campus construction, and provide novel insights for future campus initiatives\cite{6}.

1.2 Purpose and research questions

The present study investigates the influence of AI-driven optimal campus space design on educational quality, as well as the learning experience and well-being of students. Attention is given to AI's implementation in campus design, its implications for education, and optimization approaches in terms of sustainability, feasibility, and cost-effectiveness\cite{7-9}. The research aspires to provide both theoretical and pragmatic insights into AI-based optimal campus space
design, ultimately enhancing the efficacy and caliber of education and student experiences [10-11]. The concrete realization is shown in Figure 1 step.

Figure 1 Course objective structure.

2 The application of artificial intelligence in the optimal design of campus space

2.1 The application of artificial intelligence in campus planning

In campus planning, artificial intelligence exhibits a range of applications, encompassing the forecasting of future campus requirements, optimization of student activity zones and transportation planning, enhancement of spatial organization, development of energy management systems, and surveillance of campus safety. AI can amass and scrutinize data to refine architectural configurations, augment energy efficiency, and guarantee safety and sustainability. Employing monitoring technologies such as image and voice recognition, AI possesses the capacity to identify and address potential security hazards[12-14].

2.2 Application of Artificial Intelligence in Campus Architecture Design

Artificial intelligence can enhance campus building design by recommending optimal schemes for comfort and energy efficiency, refining designs via simulation, and facilitating intelligent energy management. AI possesses the ability to forecast future energy demands and devise energy management tactics to diminish consumption and expenses. Moreover, AI can supervise building safety employing technologies such as image and voice recognition, thereby bolstering safety and managerial effectiveness[15].

2.3 The application of artificial intelligence in campus operation management

Artificial intelligence can streamline campus operational management through the analysis of institutional data, provision of tailored learning guidance, surveillance of campus security, and administration of equipment. These advancements foster heightened operational efficacy, resource distribution, and educational quality, ultimately augmenting campus competitiveness. The steps of the current common English teacher training system are shown in Figure 2.
3 The impact of campus space optimization design on education quality

3.1 The impact of optimizing the learning environment on learning outcomes

An optimal learning environment encompasses superior equipment and facilities, satisfactory air quality and lighting, tranquil study areas, and robust social support. These elements exert a positive influence on student learning outcomes. Educational institutions ought to prioritize the establishment of an optimized learning milieu by offering high-caliber resources, mitigating noise and disruptions, and fostering social engagement and support networks to enrich student learning experiences.

3.2 The impact of optimizing the living environment on students' physical and mental health

Optimizing the residential environment exerts a favorable influence on students' physical and mental well-being, subsequently bolstering learning outcomes. A hospitable, secure, hygienic, and salubrious living milieu alleviates stress, safeguards physical and property integrity, averts illness, and fosters overall health. To sustain optimal health, students necessitate suitable nutrition, opportunities for physical activity, and access to recreational pursuits.

3.3 The impact of optimizing campus management on education and teaching

Enhancing campus management fosters stability and harmony within learning environments, as well as cultivates the development of teachers, students, and the institution as a whole. Efficacious campus management emphasizes the supervision of teachers and students, the provision of support and assistance, and the implementation of systems to regulate behavior and elevate overall quality. Attending to teaching facility management is integral to preserving educational excellence and stimulating institutional growth. Educational establishments must prioritize the development and refinement of campus management to facilitate a conducive learning and developmental atmosphere.
4 Case Analysis and Empirical Research

4.1 Comparative analysis of the difference between the campus with artificial intelligence optimization design and the traditional campus

Artificial intelligence-optimized campuses exhibit substantial distinctions from traditional campuses in multiple aspects. Primarily, AI-optimized campus design exhibits greater scientific and rational planning, addressing the requisites of education, instruction, and student engagements. Secondly, AI-enhanced campus design fosters intelligent education, teaching, and student administration, yielding heightened precision, efficiency, and caliber. Lastly, AI-optimized campus design guarantees more robust security measures by leveraging advanced technology. The structure of the designed network model is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Network model used for design](image)

4.2 Comparative analysis of the difference between the campus with artificial intelligence optimization design and the campus without artificial intelligence optimization design

Several notable disparities exist between campuses employing AI-optimized design and those that do not, with potential differences manifesting in the following aspects:

1. Teaching Quality: AI-optimized campus design can assess students’ learning behaviors and needs, refine teaching content and methodologies, and bolster teaching outcomes and student satisfaction. Conversely, campuses lacking AI optimization may experience subpar teaching quality due to the absence of individually tailored content and methods for students.

2. Teaching Facilities: AI-optimized campus design can monitor and enhance teaching facilities through artificial intelligence technology, facilitating timely repairs and maintenance, averting facility damage and safety hazards, and prolonging facility lifespan and teaching efficacy. In contrast, campuses devoid of AI-optimized design may encounter issues such as aging, damage, or untimely maintenance of teaching facilities, which can adversely impact teaching effectiveness and the student experience.

3. Campuses using AI-optimized design for school management can improve efficiency and accuracy, reduce workload and errors. Those without may face challenges like disorganized management, low efficiency, and inadequate data analysis, leading to imprecise decision-making.
4.3 Empirical research on the impact of artificial intelligence optimization design on education quality

Artificial intelligence (AI) optimization design constitutes an emergent technology capable of providing enhanced accuracy and efficiency in support of the planning, design, construction, and operational management of educational edifices. Nevertheless, the precise influence of this technology on education quality necessitates exploration via empirical research. Current investigations have begun delving into the impact of AI optimization design on education quality. For instance, some studies have conducted comparative analyses of educational quality performance between schools employing AI optimization design and traditional institutions. The findings indicate that AI-optimized schools exhibit superior education quality, with teachers and students experiencing more comfortable learning and working environments. Students’ academic performance and scholastic quality have exhibited considerable improvements. Additionally, AI optimization design presents significant advantages in areas such as building energy consumption management, safety management, and operation and maintenance, thereby enabling schools to conserve energy, decrease maintenance expenses, and bolster safety performance, which further enhances education quality. It is imperative to note that the implementation of AI optimization design must be tailored to specific situations, as application effectiveness will vary among schools. Consequently, further empirical research is required to investigate its impact on education quality.
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